Turning adjectives into adverbs
All of these words are examples of adjectives

lazy  happy  pretty

easy  simple  careful
These and other **adjectives** can also become **adverbs**.

lazily  happily  prettily

easily  carefully

simply
What do all of these adverb words end with?

lazily
happily
prettily
easily
simply
carefully
They all end with ly.
To turn adjectives into adverbs you need to follow a few simple spelling rules.
Rule 1
If the adjective ends with le
Drop the e and add y
simple y
possible y
Rule 2

If the adjective ends with an e and the vowel makes a long sound:

- safe
- fierce
- home
- wise
Rule 3

If the adjective already ends with an l
Add ly

careful

hopeful
Rule 4

If the adjective ends with a *y*

Change the *y* to an *i* and add *ly*

*angry*  →  *i*  →  *ly*

*happy*  →  *i*  →  *ly*
Rule 5
For anything else...
Just add ly
plain ly